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Abstract. Children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and their unaffected
siblings (US) are frequent targets of social bullying, which leads to severe
physical, emotional, and social consequences. Understanding the risk factors is
essential for developing preventative measures. We suggest that one such risk
factor may be a difficulty to discriminate different biological body movements
(BBM), a task that requires fast and flexible processing and interpretation of
complex visual cues, especially during social interactions. Deficits in cognition
of BBM have been reported in ASD. Since US display an autism endophenotype
we expect that they will also display deficits in social interpretation of BBM.
Methods. Participants: 8 US, 8 matched TD children, age 7–14; Tasks/
Measurements: Social Blue Man Task: Narrative interpretation with a Latent
Dirichlet Allocation [LDA] analysis; Social Experience Questionnaires with
children and parents. Results. The US displayed as compared to TD: (i) low
self-awareness of social bullying in contrast to high parental reports; (ii) reduced
speed in identifying social cues; (iii) lower quality and repetitious wording in
social interaction narratives (LDA). Conclusions. US demonstrate social
endophenotype of autism reflected in delayed identification, interpretation and
verbalization of social cues; these may constitute a high risk factor for becoming
a victim of social bullying.
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1 Introduction

Children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and their unaffected siblings (US) are
more frequently victims of bullying than typically developing (TD) peers from families
not affected by ASD (Sumi et al. 2006). We hypothesize that this greater victimization
rate may be related to the primary clinical phenomena in autism: the specific deficit in
perceiving, categorizing and understanding social interactions. Prior studies have
reported the endophenotype of social deficits in US (Ozonoff et al. 2011). Social
interactions are sequences of fast and complex visual experiences that require correct
perception of visual-spatial directions of biological body movements (BBM), under-
standing the social intentions of these movements, and the ability to respond fast to
each intention which relies on the correct perception and categorization of the earlier
movements in the sequence. We investigate the interpretation of social cues as dis-
played in BBMs by TD children and US of children with autism. We will examine the
level of this complex sequence – perceptual, cognitive, and verbal - on which an
abnormality may be manifested in US. The narrative cognitive interpretation of social
cues in BBM will be related to personal experiences of bullying. To our knowledge,
this relationship has not been studied yet. The long-term goal of this investigation is to
better understand in US of children with autism the interplay between difficulties in fast
cognitive processing and verbalization of social cues, as displayed in BBM and high
risk of these children to bullying victimization.

1.1 Social Bullying in ASD and Their Unaffected Siblings

Core clinical symptoms of ASD include anxious insistence on sameness, purposeless
ritualistic cognitive and motor acts and severe difficulty to communicate, initiate and
maintain social interactions (DSM-V; American Psychiatric Association 2013). Current
research shows one in sixty-eight children being diagnosed with ASD (Center for
Disease Control 2014). ASD is a heterogeneous and neurodevelopmental disorder with
multiple etiological factors including: hereditary (Kabot et al. 2003), metabolic and
neurological (Kennedy and Courchesne 2008; Manzi et al. 2008; Minshew and Keller
2010) and neurodevelopmental (Durkin et al. 2008; Nelson et al. 2001; Varcin and
Nelson 2016). Currently, special education, behavior modification and an array of
pharmacological therapies are used to enhance the individual’s overall functioning, but a
targeted treatment or preventive approach has not been developed yet.

Evidence is accumulating about genetic and hereditary risks for developing ASD.
Siblings of children with ASD are 5–10 times more likely to experience a pervasive
developmental disorder than a child from the general population (Sumi et al. 2006).
Siblings not diagnosed clinically with the disorder are also more likely to have an ASD
trait endophenotype, that is expressing characteristics in cognition (attention, learning)
and brain function similar to ASD to a much higher degree than in typically developing
(TD) children in the population at large (Ozonoff et al. 2011). Consistent with the
apparent differences between children with ASD and TD in social interaction and com-
munication, children with ASD are reported to experience more peer victimization.
Bullying experiences of clinically unaffected siblings have not attracted yet attention of
researchers.
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Olweus (1993) defines bullying as aggressive, intentional, and repeated behaviors
that involve a power imbalance and inflict mental and physical harm. Bullying can
occur in physical, verbal, social, or cyber forms (Cappadocia et al. 2012). In the
traditional view, the behavior of a child who bullies others have been correlated with
drugs and alcohol abuse, school dropout, earlier sexual activity, criminal convictions,
and abusiveness (Olweus 1993). The current view of “bully” has been broadened with
sophisticated relational manipulations and cyber abuse. Negative consequences for
victims of bullying could be severe, and include depression, anxiety, physical and
psychological health concerns, decreased academic performance, reduced social
involvement, suicidal ideations and in extreme cases the school shootings (Sterzing
et al. 2012). Bullying of a child may have a devastating impact on families, and thus
becomes a major social problem to be solved. We are focusing here exclusively on
perceptual and cognitive characteristics of a child who experiences social victimization
or bullying.

Recent research has shown an increase in prevalence of school bullying. For TD
school children, the prevalence of peer victimization averages at 30% (Molcho et al.
2009). However, in children with ASD reports show peer victimization between 34–
94% (Cappadocia et al. 2012; Carter 2009; Little 2002; Van Roekel et al. 2010). The
large range in victimization of children with ASD is in part due to the difference in
report styles (i.e. who reports the bullying, length of time considered). The accuracy of
self-reports by individuals with ASD has also been questioned due to the perception of
social knowledge and interpretation of bullying involvement.

One theoretical framework about communication and social deficits in children
with ASD that may be related to their susceptibility to bullying is their deficits in the
Theory of Mind (ToM). ToM is the mental ability to attribute beliefs and attitudes to
others and has been used to describe social behavior in autism (Baron-Cohen et al.
1985). Van Roekel et al. (2010) conducted a study that considered the ToM and
perception of bullying in adolescents with ASD and found a relationship between
weaker ToM and greater exposure to victimization. In a comprehensive literature
review of the ToM and ASD, Baron-Cohen (2000) suggested that ToM deficits are
universal in individuals with ASD therefore those with ASD are more likely to
experience peer victimization. Our study will permit characterization of these risk
factors and their interplay in bullying, as we will be asking US children to assign
intentions and social behavioral aims to stimuli expressing BBM.

Another study examined if certain characteristics might lead to greater victimiza-
tion in ASD (Sterzing et al. 2012). The results showed that: (1) Individuals with ASD
who had less deficits in social skills were less likely to be bullied due to their more
socially appropriate responses; (2) Those engaging in conversational interactions,
however, were more likely to be bullied, because they exposed the poverty and
inappropriateness of verbal expressions to be negatively seen by their peers; (3) Chil-
dren in general education classrooms were more likely to be bullied because of the
unprotected environment; (4) Children who had at least one peer whom they consid-
ered a friend were less likely to be victimized, and (5) Children who had comorbid
conditions (e.g. attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder) were more likely to be bullied.
The findings were consistent with other studies showing that children attending a
public school and diagnosed with Asperger syndrome are at the greatest risk of being a
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victim of social bullying in the forms of rumor spreading or exclusion (Zablotsky et al.
2014; Cappadocia et al. 2012). The more friends a child has, the less likely they are to
experience victimization, which highlights the impact of the social component as a
factor for resilience to victimization (Cappadocia et al. 2012). The above evidence
suggests that a relationship exists between bullying and social interactions, interpre-
tations, and communication as an explanation for higher victimization rates. These
finding form a foundation for our study.

As far as we know, no research has been reported on peer victimization of clinically
unaffected siblings. Most investigators consider these US individuals as a typically
developing group (Nowell et al. 2014). Nowell et al. (2014) however, made an
important observation that children with an ASD diagnosis are more frequently bullied
than their siblings without a diagnosis. This study is inspiring in directing our attention
to the cognitive risk factors of social bullying in unaffected siblings of children with
ASD in comparison to their TD peers. Due to the role of genetics in ASD, we predict
that clinically unaffected siblings are more likely to experience the trait endophenotype
of difficulties in social communication or interaction that we see in ASD, and, thus, will
be more susceptible to social bullying than their TD peers.

1.2 Visual Processing of Biological Body Movements (BBM)

BBM paradigms have been successfully used to test the perception of biological body
movement in humans. Studies have shown that the perceptual system is able to accu-
rately and quickly identify the biological body motion and distinguish it from other
types of motion patterns (Hubert et al. 2007). Researchers have found that typically
developing persons can accurately determine social meanings associated with bodily
movements such as the gender of an individual walking or emotions/attitudes (Hubert
et al. 2007). However, individuals with ASD have been found to have difficulties when
perceiving actions of others’, their subjective states, and emotions as compared to TD
(Koldewyn et al. 2001; Lainé et al. 2011; Swettenham et al. 2013). Specifically, children
with ASD were impaired when distinguishing expressive/emotional states (e.g. bored,
tired, hurt) when compared with TD and peers with other developmental disorders who
have intact the interpretation of object motions (Moore et al. 1997). Thus, BBM tasks
can be useful when testing perception of social intentions expressed in body motion.

Little research has been conducted on social perception in unaffected siblings.
Those reported relate mostly to perception of faces. Dalton et al. (2007) reported that
the gaze fixations and brain activation patterns of US during face-processing is similar
to children with ASD and largely different than their typically developing group
indicating differences in social processing as well as underlying neural circuitry. Fur-
ther, Kaiser et al. (2010) using fMRI found distinctly different pattern of brain acti-
vation to body motion when compared to typically developing children, even though
their behavioral responses were similar. These studies showed that US display neural
signatures of increased compensatory activity in regions implicated in social perception
and cognition, significantly different than those in the TD and ASD subjects. This could
indicate protective genetic factors that are vital for understanding treatment and
intervention in those with ASD.
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1.3 Rationale

Social interactions belong to very complex and multi-stage visual events that require a
fast and accurate perception and interpretation of another’s actions. In addition, one
must then be able to quickly and adequately evaluate the event and respond in a
socially appropriate manner so not to be rejected or penalized. Examining one’s
interpretation of social interactions as displayed by BBM could provide an important
insight into the risk factors that contribute to the vulnerability of becoming a victim of
bullying.

We examine the interpretation of social content of BBM and compare it to both
parental reports about the child’s experience with bullying and to the child’s
self-reported social interactions questionnaire. The ultimate goal of this study is to
contribute to developing a new line of research on prevention of social bullying among
healthy children and children with psychopathological disorders. We predict that: (i) In
clinically unaffected siblings (US) the self-reports and parental reports will reveal
significantly more prevalent social bullying events than in their TD peers; (ii) US
Children, compared to their TD peers, will require a significantly longer time for
perception and interpretation of social interactions as expressed in BBM, and (iii) In US
the quality and quantity of narratives about the social meaning of BBM will be lower
than in TD.

2 Methods

2.1 Participants

Sixteen children participated in this study: eight unaffected siblings of children with
ASD (US; 5 males, mean age = 11y6m, SD = 2y5m) and eight typically developing
controls (TD; mean age = 11y0m, SD = 2y8m) ranging from 7 to 14 years for both
groups. TD children were matched to US for age, sex, SES, and the developmental
markers of speaking and walking onset (p > .05 for all demographics).

The inclusion criteria for TD involved: age 6–16, both genders and normal aca-
demic achievements at school. The exclusion criteria involved: no current Central
Nervous System medication, no history of premature birth or TBI, and no history or
current DSM diagnosis including substance abuse or ADHD; no first- or second-degree
family members diagnosed with ASD, psychotic and bipolar disorders; no neuropsy-
chological scores consistently −2SD below age norms. TD children were recruited by
flyers on the UNM Campus and by personal contacts. The inclusion and exclusion
criteria for US were identical except that US must have had a first- or second-degree
family member diagnosed with ASD: six had a sibling diagnosed, one had a cousin
with ASD and another had a second degree cousin with Asperger’s Syndrome and a
parent with OCD. All family members who had an ASD diagnosis were males. The US
children were recruited from Clinical Centers for Children with ASD, by contact to
Pediatric Psychiatrists and by personal contacts.

All participants underwent a telephone or in-person screening interview ensuring
they met all inclusion/exclusion requirements before being invited to participate in our
study. However, in one US subject we found out only after the data was processed that
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the child was taking a low dose of cognition enhancing medication (open on shelf) and
was diagnosed with ADD. One US participant was removed from our analysis due to
the consistently −2SD scores below her age normative scores and more than two
standard deviations below normalized scores of other US participants. This child was
undergoing a clinical diagnostic process that was revealed to us only after we com-
pleted testing.

2.2 Procedures and Measurements

All participants were tested in the Pediatric Neuroscience Laboratory, Psychology
Clinical Neuroscience Center, The University of New Mexico. Child participants and
their parent were briefed on the components of our study prior to signing the IRB
approved consent/assent forms. The assent forms and the parental consent forms were
signed before the testing began. The University of New Mexico (UNM) Institutional
Review Board Committee for the School of Medicine (North Campus) approved this
study. All participants were compensated $30 for their time and travel expenses.

The study constituted of two parts. Part I included two related tasks: first,
visual-spatial perception task of the blue cartoon characters (Blue Man Test, BMT,
Ciesielski 2003, 2007; based on The Blue Man Group, www.blueman.com/boston)
while recording the performance accuracy, time of processing and the brain
Event-Related Potentials (ERPs). After completing this task and a short resting break,
the second task was administered. This involved table-paper presentation of two dif-
ferent characters from the BMT arranged into a socially meaningful interactions and we
record the child’s narrative description of the social interaction between two blue
characters expressed by their biological body movements (BBM). Part II of the study
involved also the neuropsychological battery of tests for assessing child’s cognitive
functions and clinical interviews. For details of the visual-spatial perception task and
ERPs methods, see Bouchard et al. (2016; under review) and Newton et al. (2016).

2.2.1 Social Blue Man Task (SBMT): Interpretation of Social Cues
in BBM
To investigate how US interpret social interactions as expressed by BBM of two
interacting individuals, we present our figures in pairs. We will use the Social Blue
Man Test (SBMT; Ciesielski et al. 2015) which is derived from the Blue Man Task
(BMT; Ciesielski 2007). The SBMT involves static little blue characters that depict
posture of a biological body motion and may be interpreted as expressing different
intentions towards the second character in the image (Fig. 1). They are faceless to
remain as simple as possible and thus do not require participants to observe both body
motions and facial expressions. SBMT provides an opportunity to assess social
interactions without an overload on sensory levels in children with ASD - which is a
common occurrence in autism. The blue characters can be arranged into social inter-
actions and can represent humans interacting with each other as a snapshot of human
BBM.

Participants were shown 10 images consisting of 2 blue characters depicting a
social interaction. First, the participant had to decide if the blue men’s’ interactions
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were either good (happy and nice) or bad (mean and angry) and press the button
immediately: green if good and black if bad. The stress on the speed of the response
was emphasized. Response “I don’t know” was permitted only if encouragements
failed. The main task was to “imagine what the blue men are doing and create a story
about it, including information such as who they are, where they are right now, and
why they are doing all of this.” Responses were recorded with a digital voice recorder
and were later transcribed. There was no time limitation but the response time on
completion of the task was recorded.

2.2.2 Self- and Parent-Reports on Bullying Experiences
To gain an understanding of each participant’s daily social interactions, we created a
questionnaire in the Pediatric Neuroscience Laboratory called the “Social Interactions
Questionnaire”. Some questions asked were, “Do you know what bullying is?” “How
many friends do you have?”, “Are children nice to you at school or during after-school
programs?”, “Have you ever seen someone who was bullied?”, and “Have you
experienced any bullying?” The answers to these questions provide information on the
participants’ awareness of being a target of bullying and the child’s resilience to
bullying, as well as their social adjustment.

Finally, a confidential clinical interview with each participant’s parents were
conducted. Detailed information was collected about the child’s prenatal and early
postnatal life history, family history of DSM-V disorders, current status of family
health, constitution and social-economic status. Additionally, a Traumatic Experiences
Questionnaire (Ciesielski et al. 2015, Manual, PNL) was used to obtain parental
knowledge about their child’s exposure to peer victimization. Among several other
questions the following were posed to the parent: (1) “Has your child experienced any
rejection, teasing and/or aggressive behaviors from his/her peers in school or other
places? – please describe.” and (2) “Has your child experienced any psychological or
physical punishment, aggression by other or isolation from others?”

Fig. 1. Example of social scenario represented by a snapshot of BBM in social blue man test
(SBMT, Ciesielski et al. 2015). (Color figure online)
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2.3 Statistical Data Analysis

The data analysis was conducted using three approaches: t-tests for independent
samples, Pearson correlations and a Latent Dirichlet Allocation analysis. The inde-
pendent samples t-test was used to analyze: between-group contrasts in performance
accuracy and reaction time during the SBMT and all neuropsychological tests scores.
Pearson correlation coefficients were used to find within-group correlations on neu-
ropsychological tests and the results on severity of bullying questionnaires. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) as a method of text analytics via topic modeling was used
to analyze the transcribed stories from the SBMT in an unbiased manner (Blei et al.
2003). Each word in the collection of documents is treated as a finite mixture of an
unobservable set of topics so that the LDA provides topic representation in each
document. The t-tests and correlations were conducted on SPSS 23 and the LDA was
completed with software developed by researchers at Sandia National Laboratories.

3 Results

We examined the association between the quality and quantity of verbal narratives
regarding social interactions of BBM with the parent- and self-reports of exposure to
bullying (Newton et al. 2016). Details of the ERP data were processed separately
(Bouchard et al. 2016). TD children showed no significant neuropsychological devi-
ations, except for significantly prolonged time of recognition of complex visual figures
with ambiguous meaning (p > 0.05). There were also no differences found in US in
visual-spatial perception of BBM.

While initiating this study, we predicted significantly more frequent social bullying
events to be reported by the US children and their parents than in their TD peers. As
shown in Fig. 2, parental- and self-reports regarding bullying experiences significantly
differed. Parents-reported five times more bullying incidents in US (M = 1.38,
SD = .74) than in TD (M = .25, SD = .46; p = .003, d = −1.8) and more bullying than
was reported by self-reports by US children (M = 2.21, SD = .32). Self-reports show
no significant differences in number of bullying events from those reported by TD
children (M = 2.34, SD = .30, p = .42, d = .44). This result may need to be discussed
in context of considerable frequency of bullying reported by TD children, but also as a
result of poor insight of US children into being a target of bullying.

US children’s parents reported that 88% of children experienced some form of
consistent peer victimization while only 38% of self-reporting US children admitted
being bullied. A reverse statistic is observed in TD children: TD parents reported that
25% of their children experienced being bullied while 43% of TD children admitted
victimization. Our data provide support to and extend our earlier prediction: US are
more frequently bullied when we carefully consider parental reports. This observation
of discrepancy between US parental reports and US children’s reports is important as it
may suggest low awareness of social victimization in US. Additionally, we found that
TD children also report a considerable exposure to bullying.

Our second prediction was also supported. Unaffected siblings needed significantly
more time to decide if the BBM represent a “good” or “bad” social interaction. The
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Social Blue Man Task provided participants with images of social interactions and
were told to decide as quickly as they could if the image displayed good or bad
situations. They were informed that there were no incorrect answers but to respond
with how they perceived the image. The response time was measured from the first
view of the image and the response of “good” or “bad”. We found that there is a
significant delay in response time in US (M = 6.86, SD = 4.26) as compared to TD
(M = 2.22, SD = 0.74, p = .01 d = −1.52). Figure 3 shows the relationship of the RT
for both tasks in each group. Furthermore, a significant negative correlation of
r = − 0.92, p < .001 was found between time delay in decision making about the
good/bad social content of the BBM displayed in SBMT stimuli and the lower report
rate of bullying by US. This suggests that the slower the US are in their social judgment
the less insight they have and therefore report less bullying incidents.

Finally, we predicted that the quality and quantity of narratives about the social
meaning of BBM would be lower in US than in TD and negatively correlated with high
frequency of social bullying in US. We conducted the LDA analysis by combining all
TD and all US responses into their two separate groups. As seen in Fig. 4, our TD
participants weighed heavily on Topic 1 while our unaffected siblings weighed heavily
on Topic 0. This unbiased model therefore distinguished differences between our two
populations in SBMT responses.

The greatest differences between Topic 0 and Topic 1 are the amount of words and
the diversity of words chosen, not on their content. By examining word clouds of the
transcriptions, we can determine frequency of root words used in each topic. The larger
the word in the cloud, the more frequently it is used. Topic 0 has many words that are
used frequently and almost all of the words are fairly large in size. This indicates
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several words were used often by many of our unaffected siblings and that most words
were used more than once. However, in Topic 1, only a few words had great frequency
while majority of the words were unique. Therefore, Topic 0 is labeled “Uniform” and
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Fig. 3. Delayed response time during the SBMT in US.
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Fig. 4. The relationship between weight of each topic and subject group from LDA analysis of
transcribed responses to the social blue man task. An inverse relationship exists between each
group and the topic they are categorized into according to the unbiased LDA.
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Topic 1 is labeled “Diverse.” This tells us that our US group provided narratives that
were repetitive and lacked quality and flexibility in word choices (Fig. 5).

4 Discussion

We examined the effects of bullying, as measured by both a parent-and self-report, in
unaffected siblings of children with ASD. We collected unique information regarding
the specific mechanism of underreporting of bullying by US children. We also analyzed
the quality of narratives used by US and TD children to describe socially meaningful
BBM snapshots to determine if any differences existed between US and TD in per-
ception, interpretation, and reporting of social cues. US displayed significantly delayed
interpretations and poorer social narratives. This may be indicative that US struggle to
adequately process and interpret social interactions and then report and interpret them,
but also that they may be unaware of their difficulties. This is an important insight into
creating preventative measures for the US population. Programs that will be able to
effectively help US children to increase the processing speed and improve the inter-
pretation and communication of bullying experiences, would likely see more successful
outcomes.

Delays in processing visual complex information may vastly interfere with iden-
tifying, interpreting, and responding to the fast, continuously changing, and often
ambiguous social cues. As a result, unaffected siblings participating in our study might
have had difficulty recognizing they were in fact a target of social bullying at school,
hence they did not report about it during our testing. Their parental reports unravel a
high frequency of victimizing events towards US children, which is consistent with the
most recent literature (Nowell et al. 2014). While the parent-reports reveal significantly
higher frequency of bullying experiences, the latent Dirichlet allocation showed in US
poor verbal flexibility when describing social interactions. This difficulty might have

Unaffected Siblings Typically Developing

Fig. 5. The word clouds indicate that there was a lack of variation in words used by all
unaffected siblings when describing social narratives of the SBMT images.
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reduced the ability of US to inform accurately, but also could be a foundation of their
poor verbalization and poor awareness of bullying incidents. These findings are con-
sistent with the Van Roekel et al. (2010) study, which showed a correlation between
weaker ToM in ASD and greater exposure to victimization. To form a ToM with the
interacting person one needs time to process the social messages and also verbal tools
for understanding them and translating them into a socially-acceptable response.
Baron-Cohen (2000) suggested that ToM deficits make individuals more likely to
experience peer victimization. ToM may be one of the contributing factors responsible
for the slow and partial only interpretation of social meaning of BBM by US children in
our study.

The SBMT responses were recorded in relation to social interactions. The children
who are typically developing are better able to describe their social surroundings than
our US group. US of those with ASD showed a tendency to repeat words and did not
use alternative words to describe the various social situations depicted. Since there
were no statistically significant group differences on the neuropsychological tasks, with
many of our US children outperforming our TD children, we cannot conclude that the
results of LDA analysis is due to a lack of verbal abilities as such in the US. Con-
sidering the prolonged response times, we conclude that unaffected siblings of children
with ASD perform equally well as TD on perception of visual-spatial characteristics of
the BBM of the little blue man characters, but show significant deficiencies when they
are required to describe the social meaning of the BBM of blue man interactions.

While this study improves our understanding of the mechanism underlying the
social bullying in children displaying the endophenotype of ASD, there were some
limitations that need to be addressed in future studies. First, our population consists of
unaffected siblings of children with ASD- it will be important to examine children
diagnosed with ASD with different levels of severity, and how this impacts the per-
ception and interpretation of BBM. In addition, we aim to develop methods of non-
verbal measurement of interpretation of BBM that should allow subjects with ASD to
participate despite their verbal deficits. Further, our study does not consider causation
between interpretation of BBMs and bullying. Thus, future research should attempt to
determine causal relationships. In the future, we would like to obtain a more rigorous
and holistic perspective of the child’s bullying exposure and impacts to the child’s
mental and physical health. Finally, we intend to continue testing children in larger
samples.

There is some debate as to whether parent- or self-reports reveal more accurate
bullying experiences. The most accepted conclusion is that parents tend to over report
their child’s bullying experiences while individuals tend to under report their own
bullying experiences. Regardless, that is the case whether children have a disorder or
are typically developing. Therefore, to monitor the group differences in parent reports
and children self-reports still provide an important insight into the status of bullying
experienced in our schools. On the other hand, parents of a child with an ASD may be
overly sensitive or even more involved with their children’s social interactions than
parents of typically developing children, so they may have better insight to their child’s
social interactions than a parent of a child who is TD.

This research provides some insight into the mechanism of bullying experienced by
unaffected siblings of children with ASD. Although the cognitive abilities are similar in
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our TD and US subjects with no evident neuropsychological test deficits, a distinct and
specific difference has been identified in the increased parent-report of peer victim-
ization, delayed perception and interpretations on social interactions, and poorer quality
of social narratives. The delay in interpretation and low quality of narratives may be
characteristics of risk factors for the high exposure to bullying in unaffected siblings.
Our findings might give rise to studies on improving the US child’s ability to perceive
and absorb complex social cues.
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